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Martijn Tellinga (The Netherlands, 1974) is an artist, composer and occasional performer. His 

practice fuses elements of concert, installation and performance art. Drawn from a reduced 

formalist-seeming vocabulary, his work centers on the exploration of sound & listening to 

express ideas of space, place and process: their reciprocal production, contextual intertwining, 

and potential as a perceptual, performative and social medium. Much of his work is score-based 

and includes a wide variety of conceptual actions and chance operations, probing the emergent 

field between intended and accidental occurrences.

In recent years he has been producing performance installations explorative of extreme 

duration, sound installation work investigating the practice of resonance tuning, and 

documentary pieces utilising principles of acoustic measurement and intervention style 

negotiations of site. These works have increasingly aligned his output with emerging 

propositions for a critical contemporary music practice capable of addressing an expanded 

field of materials, concepts and symbolic relationships outside the conventional realms of 

music. His current work questions how musicality and musical form can be rethought through 

installation. With his research ‘Scoring Space: An Inquiry into Musically Driven Installation 

Practice’, he is a funded Fiosraigh PhD candidate at the Graduate School of Creative Arts and 

Media in Dublin, Ireland.

He received a Master's degree in Sonology and multiple Stipendiums for Established Artists 

from the Mondriaan Fund. He presents worldwide, lectures and works in residence. The past 3 

years, he has articulated his artistic research through the development of courses focussing on 

the spatial, processual and environmental modalities of sound informed practices. This led to a 

visiting professorship at the Central Academy of Fine Arts in Beijing and ArtEZ Academy in 

Arnhem, and intensive courses at the Modern Academy in Hong Kong and Museo Ex Teresa 

Arte Actual in Mexico City.

He is one of the curator producers of the long running series DNK-Amsterdam. With DNK 

ensemble he interprets and re-enacts seminal pieces on the edge of experimental music, 

performance art and installation, from the likes of Antoine Beuger, Cornelius Cardew, David 

Dunn, Dick Raaijmakers, Anthony McCall, David Tudor.

He lives and works in Amsterdam, Netherlands.

www.martijntellinga.nl
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The project is concerned with reimagining and 

extending notions of musicality and musical form 

through performative installation practice. It 

builds on early visions of an interdisciplinary 

musicality as they were coined during Fluxus, but 

largely neglected afterwards. It also borrows from 

the more recently establishing idea of ‘expanded 

choreography’ to potentially include non-human 

dynamics and relations between things, artefacts 

and objects as part of the contemporary 

choreograhic practice. Based in an evolved sense 

of music composition, matter and affect, 

‘presence (Un) presence’ aims to address an 

expanded field of concepts, materials and 

relationships outreaching the cultural confines of 

music. It particularly probes the implications and 

possibilities raised by the question how non-

sounding agencies of diverse kind can express 

.  -WORK IN PROGRESS-‘presence (Un) presence’. School of Creative Arts Residency, Dublin 2019
current chapter of exploratory work. Artistic research in preparation for public exhibition. 
Pictures shown are from studio rehearsals.

musicality and musical form, by entering into composition with the 

sounding, the ‘musical’ and each other. As an experimental point of 

departure, the research attributes to the non-sounding the capacity to 

be and express musically, and affect musically those who pay attention: 

music can be created within the interstitial space between the sounding 

and the non-sounding, or even be silent all together. 

If a musical body or act is no longer conceived of as sounding by 

definition ——the work will converge sounding and silent objects, 

immaterial media, performance, participatory actions, spatial 

coordinations, and articulations of the local—.—, another mode of 

perception is required for both those participating in the work and 

those observing it. A mode not relying on the usual mechanisms of 

recognition, identification and communication which are central to 

music as a sonic encounter. But a mode foregrounding the sensorial 

challenge of translating between different mediums of expression as an 

active state of co-constituting the work. 

4



.  -WORK IN PROGRESS-‘presence (Un) presence’. School of Creative Arts Residency, Dublin 2019
current chapter of exploratory work. Artistic research in preparation for public exhibition. 
Pictures shown are from studio rehearsals.

How can music propose this new space for 

perceiving and interpreting things that 

don’t necessarily sound or adhere to a 

musical idiom? What does it mean to make a 

music composition for materials and actions, 

where sound is no longer the mere centre of 

attention? How can real musical qualities like 

durat ion , rhythm, t imbre , harmony, 

arrangement and temporal form be made 

tangible? Can the sounding move with and 

within the non-sounding, not for the sake of 

its own statement or survival, but to start 

the exercise of listening as a relational 

bridge, an experiential hook to include 

external-to-sound actors and environments 

within the scope of our listening? 

Could the sounding help us turn away from 

its exclusivity, and propose a notion of 

music which composes itself in the 

interstitial space between its bodies, 

sounding and non-sounding, more than in its 

bod i e s ? Th i s i n t e r s t i t i a l s pace i s 

t ransformable , f lex ib le , mobi le and 

immaterial in the sense that it doesn’t 

subscribe to one type of material. Its nature 

h igh l ights the quest ion how mus ic 

compositional strategies and methods could 

be reconceptualised and put to practice 

within the expanded musical field. 



In ‘presence (Un) presence’, both 

the question and the space are 

animated, and animate, through a 

score-based, event approach to 

installation, which is central to the 

project and the questions it asks. 

Open , indetermin is t ic scores 

foreground qualities of multiplicity 

and transformation as the central 

platforms of both composition and 

performance. Scored transmodal, 

experimental (inter)actions instigate 

a performative inquiry, actively 

pointing us towards the experience 

of a novel musicality based in the 

processual, transient and intermedial 

states of musical potential, rather 

than in the specifics of material 

being. Performing the installation —

compiling and following its relational 

presence in space over time—, is the 

installation, with the physical traces 

exhibited as a possible result. This 

formation process is constitutive to 

the final manifestation of the piece, 

much like the sensation of musical 

form unfolding in time through 

listening. 

.  -WORK IN PROGRESS-‘presence (Un) presence’. School of Creative Arts Residency, Dublin 2019
current chapter of exploratory work. Artistic research in preparation for public exhibition. 
Pictures shown are from studio rehearsals.



The installation seeks to make the sensorial traversable 

as a performative plane as well, including the resonant 

frequencies into a score for musicians that visit the 

gallery on a daily basis, unscheduled and unannounced. 

Guided by the specific harmonic bearing of their 

instrument, they will perform open geometries of quiet 

sustained pitches hovering around the resonant tones, 

drawing spatial musical gestures that instill body and 

location into the inching sounding space. 

Following a similar self-organising routine, the unfolding 

of the installation is captured in video and audio. 

Fragments selected from an expanding archive of 

documentation are played back into the space, layering 

the visual and acoustic narrative of the piece as it takes 

place. The system functions in a circular manner; 

output becomes input again. Over time, the gradation 

and transformation between generations of material is 

becoming tangible. As the piece progresses, an 

increasingly dense resonance of site is manifesting.

. ‘One Site, Counting’. Splendor, Amsterdam 2019
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‘one site, counting’ is an experimental setting fusing aspects of my earlier 

investigations into self evolving durational pieces and resonance tuning. The piece is 

the result of pondering over questions of the musicality of space and spatial animation 

of musical matter, as well as my ongoing interest in how experience of place and 

surrounding comes about through resonance. one site, counting attempts to explore 

resonance of site as an oscillation caused between acoustic properties, musical 

interpretation, spatial unfolding and narrative structure.

Following a partly poetic, partly scientific reading of the acoustic signature of a given 

space, resonances are made palpable as an extension of its architecture. Carefully 

mounted speaker drivers projecting electronic pure waves at resonant frequencies, 

cause the room to naturally amplify and hum the tones in response. In this slowly 

shifting acoustical space, highly position-specific occurrences are situated.

site-specific performance installation



. ‘One Site, Counting’. Splendor, Amsterdam 2019



. ‘One Site, Counting’. Splendor, Amsterdam 2019



. ‘One Site, Counting’. PuntWG, Amsterdam 2018

audio  31’00 min 

https://martijntellinga.nl/one-site-counting/
https://martijntellinga.nl/one-site-counting/


Songlines are invisible pathways crossing all over the Australian continent, 

used to navigate distances of sometimes hundreds of kilometers by means 

of song. While moving, songs sung in certain sequence describe locations 

of (former) landmarks or natural phenomena, providing bearing to the 

singing traveler,

"Aboriginal Creation myths tell of the totemic being who wandered over 
the continent, singing out the name of everything that crossed their path 
- birds, animals, plants, rocks, waterholes - and so singing the world 
into existence." - Bruce Chatwin

This installation consists of pairs of speaker drivers installed opposite of 

each other. Each pair bridges a dimension within the space and quietly 

emits an electronic sine tone that closely corresponds to a prominent 

acoustical resonance caused by the distance the pair traverses. Matching 

the physical sizes of the space the static tones are naturally amplified by 

the architecture and so appear without clear directionality or shape. A 

constantly changing interval of two tones can be heard in the space. 

Recordings of two voices occasionally tune with the tones, causing 

acoustic ripples and melodic resonances to appear. At moments of such 

tunings, the ‘dead’ electronic sine tones instantly obtain body and 

locality, and can be traced back moving across the invisibly connecting 

songlines between the speakers mounted in the space.

. ‘Songlines I’. Institute For Provocation, Beijing 2016

site-specific installation
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. ‘Songlines I’. Institute For Provocation, Beijing 2016



. ‘Songlines I’. Institute For Provocation, Beijing 2016

video  6’50 min

http://martijntellinga.nl/songlines/
http://martijntellinga.nl/songlines/


. ‘Songlines II’. Zone2Source, Amsterdam 2018

site-specific installation

< 



. ‘Songlines II’. Zone2Source, Amsterdam 2018

audio  59’00 min 

https://martijntellinga.nl/songlines/
https://martijntellinga.nl/songlines/


. ‘Entrainments 2 (Geomantic Mappings of Eco-Systemic Resonance) ‘. DNK Ensemble, Amstelpark, Amsterdam 2018

re-enactment of David Dunn’s piece from 1985.  Performative negotiations of ambient environment. 

18
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. ‘Entrainments 2 (Geomantic Mappings of Eco-Systemic Resonance)’. DNK Ensemble, Amstelpark, Amsterdam 2018
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video 4’00 min

https://martijntellinga.nl/entrainments-2/
https://martijntellinga.nl/entrainments-2/


‘Blind Spaces’ is an installation piece situated in 

an abandoned Beijing hutong house. 8 of the 16 rooms in the 

courtyard were entirely whitened  -including the items the 

former inhabitants left behind- to neutralise the historic 

texture of the rooms and emphasize their composition and 

acoustical presence. A small speaker driver was installed, 

continuously and quietly emitting an electronic tone tuned to 

the strongest resonance of the room it was mounted in.

Matching their dimensions, the tones were acoustically amplified by the 

rooms (and could thus be projected by the speakers extremely quietly). 

A tone then appeared to be equally loud throughout a space, and 

without direction; the rooms were humming at their inherent pitch. 

Walking through the courtyard, one would physically move through this 

spatially informed chord -interacting with the intimate acoustics of 

hutong life-, hearing specific intervals and gentle beatings at 

different positions in the courtyard.

A sheet placed on a music stand described the frequency of the tone 

heard in a room, its tempered pitch equivalent and the two semitones 

adjacent to it. 4 violinists appeared each day during the exhibition, 

unannounced and unscheduled, freely choosing 1 of the rooms to 

perform in for 1 hour. Their only instruction was to play quiet single 

tones near the resonance,  further modulating the chord that was 

traveling through the courtyard. A visitor could encounter a number of 

musicians, a soloist, or the courtyard void of performers simply giving 

voice to its own resonance..

. ‘Blind Spaces’. Beijing Design Week, Beijing 2015

site-specific performance installation
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. ‘Blind Spaces’. Beijing Design Week, Beijing 2015



video  7’20 min

. ‘Blind Spaces’. Beijing Design Week, Beijing 2015

http://martijntellinga.nl/blind-spaces/
http://martijntellinga.nl/blind-spaces/


. ‘Out of Darkness’. DNK Ensemble, W139, Amsterdam 2015

re-enactment of Anthony McCall’s piece from 1972.  Ritual of geometry, fire, sound

23
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. ‘Out of Darkness’. DNK Ensemble, W139, Amsterdam 2015

video 8’00 min

https://martijntellinga.nl/landscape-for-fire-odd/
https://martijntellinga.nl/landscape-for-fire-odd/


Over the course of [ ] days and within a time slot of [ ] hours, [ ] musicians visit a space on a daily 
basis, unannounced and uncoordinated. Playing positions have been fixed and following their 
arrival each musician plays a one hour part from the same position every day. With the 
permutation of the ensemble on a particular day left to chance, the piece displays a serial process 
of  dismantling and re-integration of its parts. 

More than being a work of long duration, 'during, lasting..' is comprised of reconfigured time. 
Accordingly, it can take the shape of a silenced space -an environment of no or few sounds or 
activity-, of a compositional space enveloped by progressing tones and including a multitude of 
instruments, or of one of the many transitionary stages in between.

audio 6’15 min

. ‘During, Lasting .. exhibition piece’. W139, Amsterdam 2015

5 consecutive days, 9 musicians, 6 hours daily
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http://martijntellinga.nl/during-lasting-exhibition-piece/
http://martijntellinga.nl/during-lasting-exhibition-piece/


video 36’00 min

. ‘During, Lasting .. exhibition piece’. Errant Bodies Project Space, Berlin 2014

5 consecutive days, 5 musicians, 5 hours daily

https://martijntellinga.nl/during-lasting-exhibition-piece/
https://martijntellinga.nl/during-lasting-exhibition-piece/


video 36’00 min

. ‘During, Lasting .. exhibition piece’. Errant Bodies Project Space, Berlin 2014

5 consecutive days, 5 musicians, 5 hours daily

https://martijntellinga.nl/during-lasting-exhibition-piece/
https://martijntellinga.nl/during-lasting-exhibition-piece/


. ‘During, Lasting .. exhibition piece’. Rockbund Art Museum, Shanghai 2014

3 consecutive days, 7 musicians, 7 hours daily



. ‘Entrance to Exit’, NASA Amsterdam 2013

For ‘Another F luxconcert’ in 
Amsterdam, kept at NASA april 13 & 
14 2013, I realised  a version of George 
Brecht's ‘Entrance to Exit’ in 
SuperCollider. With George Maciunas 
himself stating that the piece actually 
has no beginning or ending, no front or 
back, I reversed the given instructions.

'A smooth linear transition from 
white noise to sinus wave tone is 
broadcast. Title is announce at 
beginning and at end, but at end, 
title is announced by a tape played 
backward.’

    re-enactment of 1962 Fluxus piece by George Brecht
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audio  13’30 min 

https://martijntellinga.nl/entrance-exit/
https://martijntellinga.nl/entrance-exit/


f(0) is an archival and sound informed project considering acoustics, instrumentalism and site

based on the act of tuning a musical instrument with the acoustical resonances of a space,  

f(0) regards the musical performer a field researcher, negotiating his surroundings by means of a singular performative action, to draw information and 
response accordingly and engage in a ritual of measurement

a score                                                                                                                                                                                                   
describes a simplified procedure to measure the resonance frequencies of a space of choice                                                                              
and a consecutive musical exercise based on those frequencies to be executed                                                                                                  
on site

                                                                                                                                                                          

the performance is to be captured in both sound and image

documentation will be embedded in an online archive;                                                                                                                                        
an imposed, virtual space proposing new interactions of content and tracing out a topography of acoustic histories and                                  
musical readings of site

performers are invited to do the exercise independently                                                                                                                                   
and submit their results to the archive

thank	you

. ‘f(0)’, invitation 2013

    on site resonance tunings, online archive
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. ‘f(0)’, public/private space, Beijing, Buenos Aires, Hong Kong, Mexico City, San Francisco 2013



video 5’05 min

. ‘f(0)’, public/private space, Beijing 2013

an archive will go online soon, containing a growing number of tuning documents. The 
archive will modulate its content according to a crude algorithmic structure, creating its 
own inner resonance

https://martijntellinga.nl/f0/
https://martijntellinga.nl/f0/


video 5’05 min

. ‘f(0)’, public/private space, Beijing 2013

an archive will go online soon, containing a growing number of tuning documents. The 
archive will modulate its content according to a crude algorithmic structure, creating its 
own inner resonance

https://martijntellinga.nl/f0/
https://martijntellinga.nl/f0/


! Resonance is the tendency of a system to 
oscillate with greater amplitude at some frequencies 
than at others. Frequencies at which the system's 
responses are greatest are known as resonance 
frequencies. Resonance occurs with all types of 
waves: mechanical resonance, electromagnetic 
resonance, nuclear magnetic resonance, acoustic 
resonance, etc.

Acoustic resonance is the tendency of an acoustic 
system to oscillate strongest at a frequency that 
matches or approaches one of its own resonance 
frequencies. An acoustic system usually has more than 
one resonance frequency, especially at harmonics of 
the strongest resonance

Acoustic resonances in spaces occur when 
sound waves propagate between two opposing 
surfaces. As waves are reflected, they meet with 
waves traveling in the opposite direction. At 
resonance frequencies, related to the distance 
between the opposing surfaces, the sound 
waves combine in such a way that a stationary, 
or standing wave, is created. A standing wave 
is thus a wave that is reinforced by its own 
reflection

As an acoustic system, every space has a unique 
set of natural resonance frequencies, including both 
harmonic and non-harmonic resonances. These are 
defined by a.o. the architectural form of the space, 
ambient air temperature/pressure/humidity and 
materials present in that space. When a musical note is 
played with the same pitch as a resonance frequency 
of that space, that note will sound louder and have a 
longer reverb time than other notes

.

determine the fundamental resonance
frequencies of the space(s) using the given instructions 

choose 1 pitch that resonates strongly or is the most variable 
in its resonance at any of the resonance frequencies or their harmonics

before starting the exercise announce the measurements that provided you the chosen pitch;

"length/width/height = .. meter (mention only the distance that gave the fundamental resonance 
frequency you are going to use), f(0) = .. Hz, the .. th harmonic = .. Hz, the pitch you play (middle C being C4)"

over 10 minutes -excluding the announcement- play a slow pattern of tones only at the chosen pitch. Tones are played 
with little attack, sustained for variably long duration and with slow decay. Tones are separated 

by a variably sized rest though never disrupting the continuity of the pattern. Start the pattern quietly, 
crescendo towards a dynamic peak halftime, gradually decrescendo to end the exercise quietly

while sounding, actively explore the pick up, sustaining, extension and 
dissolving of resonance using loudness variations, shifts in 

timbre, balancing of direct and indirect sound, 
aiming of your instrument. 

 

.

. ‘f(0)’, score extracts 2013



. ‘Truth, Exercise for a Listener‘. parts 2012

performance piece, open instrumentation and open duration

33

I I
     space

In a general sense the piece is an attempt to create a performance 
situation that instigates changes within and between the sound spaces 
we inhibit. Accordingly, it highlights listening as a process of 
continuously shifting perspective and forces such shifts with all 
listeners involved. Performers are instructed to actively engage with 
and -somehow methodically- measure, interpret, excite and derive cues 
from the acoustics and ambience of the different sections of a 
performance site.  

Public performances of the piece can not be announced beforehand and 
when recorded, only with a handheld device. The recording engineer then 
becomes a performer, equally inquisitive and documenting the space(s) that 
he/she moves through.

the score for ‘truth, exercise for a listener’ 
comprises a catalogue of options for a musical 
performer. In four parts each focusing on a 
different facet of our faculty to listen, it offers 
open ended material for the performer to deal 
with; sounding actions, silent actions, still 
actions, moving actions, interpretative actions. 

All can be selected, combined, 
omitted or extended at will. 
Multiple exercises can happen 
simultaneously.

IV    system m

            I 

self
            I 

self

         I II
method

< 



video 10’45 min

. ‘Truth, Exercise for a Listener‘. conDIT/cheLA, Buenos Aires 2013

http://martijntellinga.nl/truth-exercise-for-a-listener/
http://martijntellinga.nl/truth-exercise-for-a-listener/


video 10’45 min

. ‘Truth, Exercise for a Listener‘. conDIT/cheLA, Buenos Aires 2013

http://martijntellinga.nl/truth-exercise-for-a-listener/
http://martijntellinga.nl/truth-exercise-for-a-listener/


a performance piece for 
aud ience and poss ib ly some 
musicians. They are all, foremost, 
listeners. For a chosen duration 
participants are asked to carefully 
listen to all sounds that come to 
their attention and to try to obtain 
an awareness of what kind of 
sounds these are, their behaviour, 
etc. The score prescribes 3 possible 
listening experiences . When having 
any one of these, participants are 
invited to add to the ambient 
environment by either whistling, 
humming or moving to a different 
position. Musicians produce a single 
tone on their instrument. 

Dear audience,

Please take a moment to read this pamphlet

During this piece you are invited to listen as attentive as you can to all sounds -big and small, intended 
and unintended- in and around the performance area. Consider everything you hear 

You are encouraged to whistle, hum or to move to another position as a response to certain listening 
experiences. Your sounds then become material for others

If or when to produce a sound (or not) or to move (or not) is up to your discretion, but when you do only act 
consciously and on a clear experience of any of the following;

1. when sounds seem to evoke each other

2. when a shift in your perception occurs. 

For example, a change of focus in your hearing. Or, realising one sound is made of separate sounds. Or, a 
change in the environment influences your hearing of it. Etc.

3. when you hear all sounds clearly, and all are equally important

When in doubt or without any of these experiences, remain still....

Some rules apply:

Allow for still parts to happen during the performance  -just listen and don't act-  to become aware of the 
environment that you are part of. Don't be afraid to act too little

You can do each action (whistle, hum, move) no more than 3 times. You can do less if you feel that's more 
appropriate

The performance will be generally silent and have parts with very few sounds. Your sounds should also be 
very quiet (blending in with the environment) and static (no changes of tone, loudness, etc.). When you 
whistle or hum, fully exhale to end your sound

When you move -to anywhere in the performance area-, please do it quietly and carefully

Our host, that has given you this pamphlet, will inform you of the duration of the piece, and mark its 
beginning and ending

Thank you for your performance

Martijn Tellinga

_positions,

for those involved_

. ‘Positions‘. pamphlet 2012

performance piece for audience

35 4
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. ‘Positions’, Headlands Center for the Arts, San Francisco 2013



. ‘Positions’, conDIT/cheLA, Buenos Aires 2013

audio 9’30 min  

http://martijntellinga.nl/positions/
http://martijntellinga.nl/positions/


. ‘Positions‘. 23.03, Reims 2012

solo listeningstations, installation/photo series



     Four performers of similar instruments 
stand close together, facing each other in the 
middle of a large open area. They play a simple 
movement of music in a mutual tempo and for 
a long time, increasingly including and 
extending individual variations. 

At regular intervals during their performance 
they take a number of steps backwards, 
enlarging the space between them over time. 
Eventually, distance will obscure their relation; 
the movement blurs, sounds disconnect and 
the surroundings take over once more. Four 
lone performers disappear in the background. 

When a performer feels no more material is 
left, he/she stops playing.

. ‘Echoes from a Common Source’. Sydney Park, Sydney 2012

permutation for retreating instruments. Public space intervention

39
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. ‘Echoes from a Common Source’. Sydney Park, Sydney 2012



. ‘Echoes from a Common Source’. Sydney Park, Sydney 2012
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Three performers negotiate a 
number of proposals posed in the 
score in order to define common 
departure points and margins to 
maneuver within. Performing the 
work, each performer individually 
f o l l ows a pa th o f g raph i ca l 
i n s t r u c t i o n s . A n umb e r o f 
synchronization points are defined. 
Freely progressing through the 
score, they create both an incidental 
and structural meeting of sound, 
movement and tactics between the 
three of them. 

-score comes with side notes- 

. ‘Three Modulators’. graphical score 2011

performance piece for bass instruments, free duration

42
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audio 7’30 min   

1

2

audience scrambled 
or in circles facing 

            outwards

. ‘Three Modulators’. conDIT/cheLA, Buenos Aires 2013

http://martijntellinga.nl/three-modulators-for-basses/
http://martijntellinga.nl/three-modulators-for-basses/


. ‘Three Modulators’. the NOW now, Sydney 2011

audio 7’35 min  

http://martijntellinga.nl/three-modulators-for-basses/
http://martijntellinga.nl/three-modulators-for-basses/


a l a r g e g r o u p o f 
performers of acoust ica l 
i n s t r um e n t s  p o s i t i o n 
throughout a performance site 
-indoors or outdoors-. They 
are to cover a large area, 
preferably including different 
height levels. All performers 
should hear at least some 
others. Along a consistently 
developing form of dynamics 
a n d d u r a t i o n , a b o u n d 
sculptural field of closely 
connected and modulating 
sounds is slowly build, ringing 
out the site. 

-the score comes with 
side notes-  

i 1 i 2 i 3 i 4 i 50'00

-1 semi

p pLOUD

very sparse very dense
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. ‘Branching into Others‘. graphical score 2011

instrumental field, free duration

< 



audio 5’20 min  

. ‘Branching into Others‘. Muziekgebouw aan ‘t IJ, Amsterdam 2011

http://martijntellinga.nl/branching-into-others-2/
http://martijntellinga.nl/branching-into-others-2/


. ‘Branching into Others‘. Muziekgebouw aan ‘t IJ, Amsterdam 2011



. ‘Branching into Others‘. Platform China, Beijing 2011



. ‘Landscape for Fire’, DNK Ensemble, Westergasfabriek, Amsterdam 2011

re-enactment of Anthony McCall’s piece from 1972.  Ritual of geometry, fire, sound
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. ‘Landscape for Fire’, DNK Ensemble, Westergasfabriek, Amsterdam 2011



. ‘Landscape for Fire’, DNK Ensemble, Westergasfabriek, Amsterdam 2011
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7 untrained voices create a sphere of 
vocal sounds without singing.  Structuring of 
the source material, a sentence of 7 syllables 
chosen beforehand, creates a spatial tracing 
of the material developing over time between 
the positions of the performers. They are 
positioned in two opposing rows of 4 and 3, 
with large distances in between. They each 
carry a miniature lo fi microphone to 
occasionally amplify their voice through a 
small speaker randomly placed in the space. 

-score comes with side notes- 

. ‘A Situation of Rumor’. graphical score 2011

performance piece for voices, free duration
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. ‘A Situation of Rumor’. Platform China, Beijing 2011



playing Chinese mouthorgans (Sheng) one 
often uses 'clusters' (multiple frictional tones layered 
on top of each other). Starting point for this work is to 
approach the cluster as a spatial configuration. 
Multiple tones that normally would be played 
simultaneously by one, are now divided over a number 
of performers spatially positioned and moving 
throughout a space. So far the piece has been 
performed only in China.

audio  1’40 min 

. ‘of pAraLlels_‘  CEMC, Beijing 2009

algorithmic environment for Shengs
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. ‘of pAraLlels_‘  CEMC, Beijing 2009



.  Selected Activities 2019 - 2009

. EIGHT / ΤΟ ΟΧΤΩ (GR), SOLO,‘presence (un) presence’exhibition 2020

. BEAR, Arnhem (NED), TEACHING, ‘Scoring Space’ Undergraduate course 2020/2018 

. Institute de Recherche et Innovation, Centre Pompidou  (FR), RESIDENCY, ‘presence (un) presence’2019

. Dublin School of Creative Arts (IRL), RESIDENCY,‘presence (un) presence’ 2019

. Splendor, Amsterdam (NED), SOLO, ‘one site, counting’exhibition 2019

. Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de Oaxaca (MEX), FESTIVAL ‘ songlines III’exhibition 2018 

. PuntWG, Amsterdam (NED), SOLO, ‘one site, counting’exhibition 2018

. Amstelpark, Amsterdam (NED), PERFORMANCE, re-enactment of David Dunn’s‘Entrainments 2’, with DNK Ensemble 2018

. Zone2Source, Amsterdam (NED), GROUP, ‘songlines II’exhibition 2018

. Museo Ex Teresa Arte Actual (MEX), SOLO,  'during, lasting..' 5 days performance installation 2017

. Museo Ex Teresa Arte Actual (MEX),  TEACHING‘Spaces/Places/Traces’, Intensive 3 days course for artists & composers 2017

. Institute For Provocation (CHN), SOLO ‘songlines & 'during, lasting..' exhibition & performance installation 2016

. The Modern Academy (HONG KONG),  TEACHING‘Spaces/Places/Traces’, Intensive 6 days course for artists & composers 2016

. Central Academy of Fine Arts, Beijing (CHN), TEACHING ‘Sound/Space/Process’, Undergraduate/ Graduate courses 2015

. Beijing Design Week (CHN), SOLO ‘blind spaces’ exhibition 2015

. W139, Amsterdam (NED), SOLO 'during, lasting..' 5 days performance installation 2015

. LMCC, New York (USA), RESIDENCY ‘bearings’, with poet Claudia la Rocco 2015

. Rockbund Art Museum, Shanghai (CHN), SOLO 'during, lasting..' 3 days performance installation 2014

. Errant Bodies Project Space, Berlin (GER), SOLO 'during, lasting..' 5 days performance installation 2014

. Public/Private Space (CHN, ARG, MEX, USA, HK), INTERVENTION 'f(0)' site specific resonance tunings, online archive 2013

. Headlands Center for the Arts, San Francisco (USA), RESIDENCY 'f(0)' 2013

. CMMAS, Morelia (MEX), RESIDENCY 'f(0)' and SOLO program of instrumental performance pieces, with Liminar ensemble 2013

. conDIT/cheLA, Buenos Aires (ARG), SOLO program of instrumental performance pieces for performers and audience 2013

. conDIT/cheLA, Buenos Aires (ARG), LECTURE 'Het Kleinste Geluid', on Dick Raaijmaker's 'Canons' 2013

. NASA, Amsterdam (NED), GROUP realisation of George Brecht's 'Entrance to Exit', Another Fluxusconcert 2013

. Sydney (AUS), INTERVENTION, ‘Landscape [pieces]', public space sound interventions with Splinter Orchestra 2012

. Hong Kong Art Fare (HK), INTERVENTION ‘Radio Music' by John Cage, interventions at fare, with HKNME 2012

. Studio Kura, Itoshima (JPN), RESIDENCY, ‘Landscape [pieces]', landscape interventions and AV installation 2012

. 23.03, Reims (FRA), SOLO, ‘Landscape [pieces]', 'positions' public space interventions and listening stations 2011/12

. Platform China/BMspace, Beijing/Shanghai (CHN), SOLO ‘on the event of Doing Something’, spatial transcriptions for ensemble 2011

. Chengdu Biennale, Chengdu (CHN), FESTIVAL, solo soundperformance 2011

. Muziekgebouw aan 't IJ, Amsterdam (NED), SOLO, ‘branching into others', instrumental soundfield 2011

. Westergasfabriek, Amsterdam (NED), PERFORMANCE, re-enactment of Anthony McCall's ‘Landscape for Fire’, with DNK ensemble 2011

. Nownow, Sydney (AUS), SOLO ‘on the event of Doing Something’, spatial transcriptions for music ensemble 2011

. MIAF, Melbourne (AUS), GROUP, video with Dextro 2011

. Korean Film Archive, Seoul (KOR), FESTIVAL, International New Media Festival, solo soundperformance 2010

. IAMAS, Ogaki (JPN), SOLO, lecture & solo soundperformance 2010

. SuperDeLuxe, Tokyo (JPN), FESTIVAL, solo soundperformance 2010

. Dampfenzentrale, Bern (SWISS), FESTIVAL, ‘Post-Prae Ludium’ by Luigi Nono, with Robin Hayward 2010

. Geiger, Gothenburg (SWE), FESTIVAL, solo soundperformance 2009

. Soundtrackcity, Amsterdam (NED), SOLO, soundwalk, with Peter Westenberg 2009

. NIMk, Amsterdam (NED), PERFORMANCE, re-enactment of David Tudor’s‘Microphone’, with DNK Ensemble 2009

. Bat-Yam Museum of Contemporary art (ISL), GROUP, Laptopia #5, video with Dextro 2009      

. Banff centre (CAN), RESIDENCY, 'of_pAraLlels' 2009                                                                                                                     
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